Cancel Bowl 2007		Tossup Questions
Questions by Tim Young (w/ assistance from Josh Levy)

1. Nile Rodgers and Bernard Edwards of Chic appear on numerous tracks, as does Stevie Ray Vaughn's guitar work. The singer, enjoying a commerical comeback with this album, wrote or co-wrote all songs except for a cover of Metro's song "Criminal World." One track with music by Giorgio Moroder, served as the theme to the 1982 film "Cat People." Opening cut "Modern Love" was a major hit, as was a track co-wrtten with Iggy Pop, "China Girl." The biggest hit, however, was the album's chart-topping title track, whose lyrics prompted the supporting tour to be dubbed the "Serious Moonlight" tour. For ten points, name this smash 1983 album by David Bowie. 
Let's Dance

2. Lee May had 8 RBI and scored 6 runs in 5 games for a losing cause, since pitchers Jim Merritt, Jim McGlothlin, and Gary Nolan all fared poorly; young stars Pete Rose and Johnny Bench were fairly quiet. In Game 3, Dave McNally hit the first grand slam by a pitcher in World Series history, and Frank Robinson smacked two home runs in revenge against his former squad.  Brooks Robinson was voted MVP in, for 10 points, which World Seies that saw the Cincinnati Reds fall in 5 games to the Baltimore Orioles? 
1970 World Series

3. Walter Hill had originally signed on to direct, but he wound up as a producer and worked on the screenplay. The first dialog, a dinner scene in which two members of the crew complain about their pay, occurs more than 6 minutes into the film; the final scene features the lone survivor talking to a cat. In between there is a science officer who is not what he seems and one often-parodied and referenced scene judge the second-scariest of all time by the American Fim Institute. For ten points identify this 1979 Ridley Scott horror/sci-fi classic that spawned three sequels which also featured Signourney Weaver as Ripley.   
Alien (do not accept: Aliens)

4. Stephen King gave this work a scathing review in Entertainment Weekly. The title character is a former pro football player now reduced to working in fast food, who lives with his wife Sue, who suspects that he may be a pedophile, and stepson John, whom he ultimately kills in a fight. The first known public performance of this fusion of violent tragedy with slapstick comedy was on the radio show of Opie & Anthony, and an annotated version of the text is found at Something Awful. For ten points, name this more famous of two extant one-act plays submitted for an English class by Virginia Tech gunman Seung-Hui Cho. 
Richard McBeef

5. One of Ricky's dates from "Silver Spoons," one of Lila's friends on "Charles In Charge," and the character Kitty on "Family Ties," she’s referenced in P.M. Dawn's "Set Adrift on Memory Bliss" and given special thanks by the makers of "Donnie Darko" because unlike Alyssa Milano, she had no objection to being the subject of sexual fantasies of the title character. She appeared in "View From The Top" with Gwyneth Paltrow and "The Sweetest Thing" with Cameron Diaz and had her own short-lived sitcom "Jessie." For ten points name this actress who will still be best remembered for playing dumb blonde teen Kelly Bundy on "Married With Children." 
Christina Applegate

6. They had a strong UEFA Cup tournament, falling to eventual champs Sevilla FC in the quarterfinals. 2006-07 marked their second straight fifth place Premiership finish. The club has a reputation of having a large Jewish following, leading to detractors referring to them as "Yids," though now supporters will refer to themselves as the "Yid Army" at their home pitch at White Hart Lane. This club, currently led by strikers Dimitar Berbatov of Bulgaria and Ireland's Robbie Keane, was chosen by ESPN's Bill Simmons as his favorite English side. For ten points name this English Premier League squad, , North London rivals of Arsenal, nicknamed the "Spurs." 
Tottenham Hotspur

7. Previously known as Joyspeed and built around keyboardists and songwriters Claus Noreen and Soren Rastel, they scored a minor hit with "Itzy Bitzy" and both "Roses Are Red" and "My Oh My" were major hits in their native Denmark. But they paled in comparison to what came afterwards - an allegedly satirical song that inspired years of trademark litigation in the United States instigated by Mattel. For ten points, name this techno band responsible for "Barbie Girl." 
Aqua
 
8. The son of Ecthelion II, he distrusted the Rangers and their leader Thorongil, who later resurfaced in a different guise. Seeing himself as the de facto leader of humanity against the Eastern menace, his intelligence gathering efforts via his surreptitious use of a palantir ultimately backfired upon him as it led him to order his last surviving sun to mount an ill-fated raid on Osgiliath. His son returns badly wounded, and then in despair he kills himself upon a pyre and attempts to take this son with him but is stopped by Beregond with the help of Pippin and Gandalf. For ten points name this father of Boromir and Faramir, the last ruling steward of Gondor in J.R.R. Tolkien's "Return of the King." 
Denethor II

9. “Crossing the Bridge.” “Action Jackson.” “Assault on Precinct 13.” “Beverly Hills Cop.” “Renaissance Man.” “Four Brothers.” “True Romance.” “Robocop.” “NARC.” “Dreamgirls.” “Roger & Me.” “8 Mile.”  In whole or in part, all of these films share a setting in, for ten points, what famously dangerous American city? 
 Detroit, Michigan

10. He attended college on a football scholarship until he accidentally killed Tommy, the team's deaf quarterback, during practice. After the loss of his scholarship, he joined the Marines. Several years later, he joined the Office of Secret Intelligence, where he trained under Colonel Hunter Gathers and received a Level 8, Class A License to Kill. This secret agent shows a superhuman tolerance for pain, and a propensity for lethal violence when he loses his temper. His current assignment, codenamed "Operation Rusty's Blanket", has had him protecting his charges against the likes of David Bowie, The Phantom Limb, Baron Unterbheit, and  the Monarch, killing scores of henchman along the way. For ten points  name this "Walking Swedish Murder Machine", the protector of Dr. Thaddeus Venture and the Venture Brothers.
Brock Samson


11. A 1972 Bobby Womack cover of this song reached #20 on the R&B; the original remains more famous, having peaked at #4 in the fall of 1969.  Included on later pressings of the 1970 album "Brother Love's Travelling Salvation Show," it was the first of many songs of the artist to top the Adult Contemporary Charts. Prominently featured as a singalong in the 1996 film "Beautiful Girls," it is a frequent choice of karaoke singers but is today best known for being an odd yet common presence at sports stadia. For ten points, spare us the horn imitations and extra "so goods" in the chorus and name this Fenway Park staple and Neil Diamond hit. 
Sweet Caroline (Good Times Never Seem So Good)

12. Supposedly created by a South Beach bartender named Cheryl Cook in the mid 1980s, the original was based on Absolut Citron and featured Rose's lime cordial. More refined versions use Cointreau in place of Triple Sec and add fresh lime juice. The color is provided by a dash of cranberry juice. Usually served in a martini glass, this is, for ten points, what cocktail who owes its current popularity with young women to Sex & The City? 
Cosmopolitan 

13. A West End veteran, her first major Hollwyood role was as the matriarch of the utopian community in "The Beach." Known for unorthdox roles such as playing a male character in "Orlando" and a gender-bending archangel in "Constantine," she also has had supporting roles in "Vanilla Sky" and "Adaptation." For ten points name this acclaimed British actress, nominated for a Golden Globe for her starring turn in "The Deep End" but best known to most for her portrayal of Jadis the White Witch in the recent "Chronicles of Narnia" film. 
Tilda Swinton

14. Her little-seen father was an author, based on real-life novelist Richard Yates. This Tufts alumnus moved to New York in 1986 but hailed from Towson, Maryland, and was thus a lifelong Orioles fan. Awkwardness ensues when this liberal feminist dates  born-again Christians; she also went on one date with Keith Hernandez. A notoriously bad dancer, she's also known for her exuberant laughter. She worked as a personal assistant to eccentric aristocrat Justin Pitt in between working for Pendant Publishing and the J. Peterman catalog. For ten points name this ex-girlfriend and close friend of Jerry on Seinfeld, played by Julia Louis-Dreyfus. 
Elaine Benes

15. The USSR took top honors with 25 medals, including 11 gold; 14 countries out of 36 participants won medals. Richard McDermott won the lone American gold in the 500 meter speed skate. Lidia Slobokova swept all the women's speed skating events while Norway's Knut Johannsen set a record in the 5000 meter speed skate. Egon Zimmerman won a gold for the hosts in downhill skiing. For ten points identify this Winter Olympics, perhaps most remembered for the death of Australian skiier Ross Milne, held at Innsbruck, Austria.  
 1964 Winter Olympics (accept Innsbruck Olympics on early buzz)
 

16. Their downfall was presaged when neither a solo album by the frontman called 12-Bar Blues nor the side project Talk Show sold well in 1997. Formed after the singer and bassist found out they were dating the same woman, they originally dubbed themselves Mighty Joe Young.  They released five albums and a best-of compilation called "Thank You."  For ten points, name these 1990s rockers, featuring the instrumental talents of the DeLeo brothers, whose biggest charting single was "Sour Girl" but achieved more fame and radio play for earlier songs such as "Big Empty," "Interstate Love Song," and "Plush." 
Stone Temple Pilots
 
17. Director Brian Robbins complained to the press about its 9% rating on Rotten Tomatoes despite its 9 figure domestic box office haul. Three brothers attempt to convert an orphanage into a strip joint, but the plot centers around their brother-in-law and his attempts to woo Kate away from a marriage to Deion while at the same time escaping from his own wife, the boorish, loud, and overweight Rasputia. Some in Hollywood claim Alan Arkin won an Oscar in part for not appearing in it. For ten points name this much-loathed comedy, where the magic of CGI allows three major characters to all be played by Eddie Murphy. 
Norbit

18. The show's plot pivoted around the mystery of a murder that occurred five years before the start of the show's run; it begins as Joe Perkins is jailed for the killing. Known for high turnover, a serial killer storyline coupled with an earthquake eliminated much of the cast. More comical was a woman was killed by a giant neon letter from a hotel sign falling on her head. A controversial story line involved one character being raped by a man who turns out to be the gynecologist who examined her afterwards. Offscreen, it's best known for the spectacle caused by a fired creator racing her replacement to the stage to snatch a daytime Emmy. For ten points name this NBC soap opera, running from 1984 to 1993, centered around the Lockridge and Capwell families, named for its setting, a picturesque coastal California city. 
Santa Barbara
 
19. It has published five books, including two by counterculture icon Paul Krassner and hosts a film festival in Ibiza, Spain.  Founded in 1974 by Tom Forcade of United Press Syndicate, and briefly edited by a son of Norman Mailer, it gives out a Freedom Fighter of the Month award and music awards referred to as the Doobies. Its centerfold photos, rather than naked women, are of plants. For ten points name this monthly publication dedicated primarily to the decriminalization and enjoyment of marijuana.    
High Times

20. This native of Racine, Wisconsin still has a chip on his shoulder after being passed over by nine teams in the 2002 NBA Draft. This season he enjoyed his first All-Star Game an average 21 points, 8 boards and 4 assists per game, but his team endured a quick exit in the playoffs due in large part to an injured hand that prematurely ended his season. He spent one season as a Laker between being part of the deal that sent Shaquille O'Neal to Miami and being shipped to his current team with Chucky Atkins for first-pick flop Kwame Brown. For ten points, name this former UConn standout and starting small forward for the Washington Wizards. 
 Caron Butler




 
21. A gopher and bit actor in "Invasion of the Body Snatchers," his directorial debut was the forgettable "The Deadly Companion," and alcoholism and battles with the studio led to be fired from "The Cincinnati Kid," though he later got to direct Steve McQueen in "The Getaway." For ten points, name this director, famous for  uncompromising violence in such dark pictures as "Straw Dogs," "Bring Me The Head of Alfredo Garcia," and "The Wild Bunch." 
Sam Peckinpaugh
 
22. The singer ruminates about possibly being depressed and in need of companionship but elsewhere in the lyrics suggest that music, specifically that of Ray Charles and Donny Hathaway, is all she needs.  The lyrics are suffused with a strong desire to not waste 10 weeks of her life on the titular activity. For ten points, where, according to the lead track and first single off the album "Back To Black" is Amy Winehouse refusing to go? 
Rehab

23. It spawned a 193 page book, part of the "Rebel Based Books" line. The Game Boy version of "Final Fantasy IV" references it, as does a video by the band Seven Seconds of Love. Parody pages abound, including one at the original site that replaces a one word with "hippos," which claims that the purpose of a hippo is "to flip out and kill people" and that they are "totally sweet." The creation of a Robert Hamburger diguising himself as a 13-year old boy who can't stop thinking about ninjas because they have, for 10 points, what quality, expressed in a three-word phrase that also names the website?    
 Real Ultimate Power or realultimatepower.net”
 

Cancel Bowl 2007		Bonus Questions
Questions by Tim Young (w/ assistance from Josh Levy)

1. Answer the following questions about TV shows scheduled to premiere in Fall 
2007, for 10 points each. And no, none of them are "Cavemen",
a. This new CBS show focuses on It focuses on a Cuban-American family living in South Florida, which runs a lucrative rum and sugar business. Because as  Homer taught us, " "in America, first you get the sugar, then you get the power, then you get the women".
Cane
b. the show seems like Ally McBeal, but with Doctors and not funny. If the backdoor pilot of this ABC "Grey's Anatomy" Spinoff was any indication, it looks like Tim Daly and Taye Diggs will kill yet another show.
Private Practice
c. Set in the time between the good sequel and the bad sequel, this Fox show follows the title character, played by Lena Headley, and her son, John, the future savior of humanity. No one knows what it will be about, but I guess it'll focus on her trying to protect John and get ready for the impending human/robot showdown.
The Sarah Connor Chronicles

 2. Answer the following about a breakthrough in indie music history for ten points each. 
a. In January 2007, "Wincing The Night Away," the third album by this Portland, Oregon band, sold 118,000 copies in its first week of release and debuted at #2 on the Billboard charts, an unprecedented feat for an independent record label. 
 The Shins
b. For 10 points, name that Seattle-based label, probably still more famous for having released early albums by Nirvana, Soundgarden, and other grunge-era bands. 
 Sub Pop
c. For 10 more points, name the Shins frontman, also present on the latest release by their friends in Modest Mouse. 
 James Mercer

3. Answer the following questions about the eminently trash-worthy 2007 Supreme Court decision of Morse v. Frederick for 10 points each. 
a. Joseph Frederick was a student at Douglas High School in this small state capital, suspended from school due to events that took place off school grounds watching an Olympic torch relay. 
Juneau, Alaska
b. Frederick was suspended because he carried a banner that read what now infamous 4 word (well, 3 words and a number) phrase, which the Supreme Court concluded could be interpreted as an endorsement of illicit drugs? 
 Bong Hits 4 Jesus
c. Oral arguments for the school board before the Supreme Court were given by this infamous former federal judge and prosecutor, also responsible for the most expensive taxpayer-funded piece of bad erotica in American history?   
 Kenneth Starr

4. Answer the following questions concerning the high turnover of football coaches in the ACC during this offseason for 5 points per answer. 
a. This former Miami head coach, following an ill-fated tenure at the helm of the Cleveland Browns and a stint an analyst for the NFL Network, is back to head this struggling ACC program. 
 Butch Davis, University of North Carolina
b. Miami is infamous for high head coach turnover and this offseason was no exception as they ousted their incumbent head coach and promoted their defensive coordinator, a former linebacker for the Dallas Cowboys. Name each for 5 points. 
  Larry Coker, Randy Shannon
c. Meanwhile, Tom O'Brien moved south from one ACC school to another; name these two programs for 5 points each. 
 Boston College and North Carolina State University

5. Given a description of a surprisingly sympathetic, all things considered, portrayal of a child molester onscreen, name the actor for 10 points each. 
 a. "The Woodsman" centered around his portrayal of a convicted child molester; the film also included his wife Kyra Sedgwick. 
        Kevin Bacon
 b. He'll still be best remembered for "The Bad News Bears," but he was nominated for a Best Supporting Actor Oscar for his role as a convicted child molester in 2006's "Little Children." 
        Jackie Earl Haley
c. In a much more comical vein, this veteran character actor got maximum laughs out of a cameo role as convicted pedophile and ace bowler Jesus Quintana in "The Big Lebowski." 
        John Tuturro

6. Ever wonder what happened to the Empire in the Star Wars saga after the demise of Darth Vader? Answer these questions about the Star Wars Extended Universe for 10 points each. 
a. An early military leader of the Imperial Remnant, she was a personal protege of Grand Moff Tarkin and a major player in the Jedi Academy trilogy. 
Admiral Daala
b. Admrial Daala's downfall came when she led an ill-fated assault on the Jedi Academy, located on the fourth moon of this massive gas giant, more notable in the Star Wars universe as the nearest planet to the original Death Star in A New Hope. 
Yavin
c. Daala's successors made uneasy peace with the New Republic to oppose this race of fanatical, anti-technology invaders from beyond the galaxy in the New Jedi Order series of books. 
Yuuzhan Vong

7. Identify the fictional hangouts of characters from these TV shows of the question writer's youth for ten points each. 
 a. On "The Dukes of Hazard," Boss Hogg owned this saloon, where Daisy Duke was fired and rehired as a waitress seemingly every episode. file_0.png
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 Boars' Nest
b. This establishment, owned by a character played by Pat Morita, was a popular hangout for the teenager characters on "Happy Days"
 Arnold's Drive In
c. This restaraunt and bar with a rhyming name just down the street from where Jack, Janet, and Chrissy lived on "Three's Comapny" was a frequent setting for hilarity to ensue. 
 Regal Beagle
 
8. Stevie Wonder played most of his own instruments on his legendary 1970s albums, but he still got some help from performers who would later have hits in their own right; identify them for 10 points each. 
 a. She sang background on various tracks on "Fullingness First Finale," but this mother of SNL cast member Maya Rudolph showed off her vocal range on her hit "Lovin' You." 
 Minnie Riperton
 b. A guitarist featured prominently on several cut from "Songs In The Key Of Life," he scored a fluke hit in 1983 with "Maniac," featured prominently in "Flashdance." 
 Michael Sembello
c. A frequent background singer for Stevie, she later scored hits with a series of duets with Johnny Mathis, including one that eventually became the theme to "Family Ties";  her biggest hit was 1984's "Let's Hear It For The Boy" from the "Footloose" soundtrack. 
 Denice Williams

9. Answer these questions about international intrigue and espionage on film for 10 points each. 
a. 2007's "Breach" is the real-life tale of the outing and capture of this notorious FBI mole, played onscreen by Chris Cooper. 
Robert Hanssen 
b. 2005's "Syriana" is based on the book "See No Evil, Hear No Evil" by this former CIA agent, a fictionalizated version of whom was played onscreen by George Clooney
Robert Baer
c. 2005's "The Contant Gardener" is entirely fictional but was based on a 2001 novel written by this former British secret agent. 
John LeCarre or David John Moore Cornwell 

10. Answer the following about a notable golf course for 10 points each. 
a. The British Open for the first time since 1999 is, as of right now, taking place at this venerable and notoriously unforgiving Scottish course. 
 Carnoustie Golf Links
b. The last time Carnoustie hosted the British Open, it was so brutal that it made this then 19-year old golfing phenom cry in arms of his mother after he missed the cut. So far, he’s doing a somewhat better this year. 
 Sergio Garcia
c. The final hole at Carnoustie will forever be notorious because of a triple bogey by this Frenchman, which cost him a three stroke lead and forced a playoff which he lost. 
 Jean Van de Velde

11. Visual bonus time! Here are four screenshots of NES baseball games from the late 1980s.  Identify each game; 10 points for one correct, 15 for two, 20 for three, and 30 for all four. Note that to resolve any ambiguity, all four games were part of a series, but each one is the first game in its respective game series. You have 30 seconds. 
 A = RBI Baseball
 B = Baseball Stars
 C = Bases Loaded
 D = Baseball Simulator 1.000



12. Given clues about something that's really wrong about Fergie's inexplicable hit song from 2006 called "London Bridge," identify it for 10 points each. 
a. First of all, for the cover of the single Fergie has her picture taken in front of a bridge in London. It's neither the original London Bridge nor its replacement, but this somewhat more photogenic bridge over the River Thames, previously jumped over by the Spice Girls' tour bus in Spiceworld 
 Tower Bridge
b. Second of all, the title of her solo debut is misspelled, assuming she was comparing herself to another woman who goes by the nickname "Fergie" and not a county in New York State. Name this misspelled album title for 10 points. 
 The Dutchess
c. And then there's the song itself. Eek. At one point she says "Love you long time, " a second-order reference to a hooker in "Full Metal Jacket" which Fergie clipped from this legendary rap ditty, the best known song by shock-rappers 2 Live Crew.  
 Me So Horny   
  
13. Answer the following about defunct or reincarnated NHL franchises for ten points each. 
a. This other franchise in Montreal, one with a mostly Anglophone fan base, won the Stanley Cup in 1935 but were victims of the Great Depression, playing their last game in 1938. 
 Montreal Maroons
b. Itself a reincarnated version of the California Seals, this Midwestern team lasted only two seasons, from 1976 to 1978. A team of the same name served as a San Jose affiliate between 2001 and 2006. 
 Cleveland Barons
c. One of the most successful WHA franchises, it was absorbed into the NHL in 1979. The team fared poorly in the NHL and isn't doing much better in its new home as the Phoenix Coyotes. 
 Winnipeg Jets
14. Hey BLEEP! Answer the following BLEEPing questions about Hell's Kitchen, for the stated number of points:
5: Hell's Kitchen is the creation of which renowned chef, who also created  the earlier UK version?
Gordon Ramsay
10: This Season 2 Winner received an executive chef position at the Red Rock Hotel and Casino.
Heather West (accept either)
15: Ramsay is assisted by three other cast members, two Sous Chefs, accomplished chefs in their own right and Ramsay's Belgian Maitre d'. For 5 points each, name them.
Answer: Jean Philippe Susilovic; Scott Leibfried; Mary Ann Salcedo.


15. Answer the following questions about one of the most imitated films ever made for 10 points each. 
a. Bored and bound to a wheelchair, Jimmy Stewart spies on his neighbor and thinks he may be a murderer, in this 1954 Albert Hitchcock classic. file_2.png
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 Rear Window
b. "Rear Window" was more-or-less remade or at least updated in 2007 as a house arrested teen played by Shia LeBoeuf becomes convinced his neighbor is a serial killer. 
 Disturbia
c. This controversial 1984 Brian DePalma thriller features a housesitter played by Craig Wasson snooping on a beautiful neighbor played by Deborah Shelton and becomes convinced that she is in mortal danger. He enlists the help of a porn actress played by Melanie Griffith, and the film famously contains sequences intended to resemble soft-core porn. 
 Body Double 
 
16. Answer the following questions about dubious late-career concept albums for 10 points each. 
a. His former band was known for conceptual works, and he had already released the solo concept albums "White City" and "Iron Man," but in June 1993, he released "Psychoderelict" to widespread indifference. 
  Pete Townshend
b. Released 2 weeks after "Psychoderelict" was this artist's infamous flop "Cyberpunk," whose singles were "Shock To The System," which is about how awesome the L.A. riots were, and an atrocious cover of the Velvet Underground's "Heroin."  
 Billy Idol
c. This band's episode of Behind The Music covers in excruciatingly hilarious detail how the 1983 album "Kilroy Was Here" and supporting tour broke up the band; the record nonetheless sold well and spawned two big hits in "Mr. Roboto" and "Don't Let It End."  
 Styx

17. Answer the following concerning this year's College World Series for 5 points each. 
a. This year's College World Series final looked a lot like last year's as these two schools faced off against one another, which the same Pac-10 school prevailing. 
 Oregon State University and University of North Carolina
b. As has been the case for decades, this College World Series took place in this stadium in this American city. 
 Rosenblatt Stadium and Omaha, Nebraska
c. Oregon State's path to the title in 2007 involved passing these two traditional Southern California college baseball powers, both of whom play in the Big West Conference. 
 California State University Fullerton and University of California - Irvine


18. Answer the following questions about Literary Review's annual "Bad Sex in Fiction" Award for 10 points each.
a. In 2006, first time author Iain Hollingshead beat out a crowded cast, including a scene involving a dog found in "Against The Day," the latest offering from this American postmodern literary titan. 
 Thomas Pynchon
b. The most famous book to win the Bad Sex In Fiction Award came in 2005, when Tom Wolfe's novel chronicling the sexual depravity engaged in by the titular student at a fictionalized version of Duke University received the dubious honor. 
 I Am Charlotte Simmons
c. Sebastian Faulks won the 1999 award for a novel about a woman in the French Resistance that became a 2001 film starring Cate Blanchett in the title role. 
 Charlotte Gray

19. In the late '80s it seemed popular to name light comedies after indelible hit songs from the 1960s. Identify these examples of the trend for 10 points each. 
a. A classic Beatles song is also the name of a 1987 film where a pre-McDreamy Patrick Dempsey stars as a high school loser who pays a girl to date him in a quest to become popular. The film was remade in 2003 and retitled after a similarly-themed but much worse song, "Love Don't Cost A Thing." 
 Can't By Me Love
b. An early Rolling Stones hit gave its name to a forgettable 1988 film starting Justine Bateman and a young Julia Roberts about a group of teenagers who start a rock band. 
 Satisfaction
c. Another Stones tune turned up as the title of a 1988 Whoopi Goldberg vehicle about a bank teller assisting a secret agent; in one scene, Whoopi attempts to decipher clues she thinks are hidden in the song's famously bizarre lyrics. 
 Jumpin' Jack Flash
 
20. Answer the following about the long and varied TV career of actress Sharon Gless for 10 points each. 
a. Sharon Gless is best remembered for starring opposite Tyne Daly in this long-running and groundbreaking 1980s police drama, centering on two female police detectives. 
 Cagney & Lacey
b. Shortly before the debut of "Cagney & Lacey," Gless served as a replacement for star Lynn Redgrave when Redgrave walked out on this CBS sitcom set in a hospital. 
 House Calls 
c. Gless had been in a medical themed show prior to "House Calls," playing a nurse on this 1970s drama which starred Robert Young in the title role. 
Marcus Welby M.D.

 

21. Identify the following people who figured prominently in this year's Wimbledon Championships. 
a. Roger Federer won yet another Wimbledon, his 5th in a row, tying a record set by this Swede. 
 Bjorn Borg
b. Federer defeated Rafael Nadal in a 5 set back-and-forth match; to reach the finals he defeated this French #12 seed, who had stunned the tennis world with his comeback against Andy Roddick in the quarterfinal. file_4.png
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 Richard Gasquet
c. Federer's quarterfinal opponent was, like Nadal, a seasoned Spaniard. 
 Juan Carlos Ferrero

22. Given the title of a signature song of a 1990s one hit wonder, name the artist or group responsible for 5 points each. 
a. "You Get What You Give"    				New Radicals
b. "In The Meantime"  					Spacehog 
c. "Tubthumping" 						Chumbawamba
d. "Your Woman" 					White Town
e. "Counting Blue Cars" 					Dishwalla
f. "I Got A Girl" 						Tripping Daisy

23. Corey Haim, Corey Feldman, both or neither? For five points each, ah, you know how to play this. 
a. National Lampoon's Fatal Instinct  				Neither
b. Dream A Little Dream 						Both
c. Meatballs 3 							Neither
d. Snowboard Academy 						Haim
e. Bordello of Blood 						Feldman
f. The Lost Boys 							Both

24. Given a parent or parents who gave their baby a stupid name, name the baby for 5 points each, with a bonus 5 shameful points for knowing them all. 
a. Gwen Stefani and Gavin Rossdale      				Kingston
b. Angelina Jolie and Brad Pitt			 		Shiloh
c. Nicholas Cage and wife Alice Kim	 			Kal-El
d. Tom Cruise and Katie Holmes			 		Suri
e. David Beckham and Victoria Adams aka Posh Spice		 Brooklyn (or Romeo)  


